
Chapter 53 

When Gerald heard this, he couldn’t hold back his excitement. 

His own car is 540, Charlie’s is 520, even if he is exhausted, he cannot win. 

He dared to bet such a big bet with himself! 

Thirty thousand-ring firecrackers are set alight in the car, and this car is also terrible. Basically, the 

interior, seats, and console will be bombed to a mess. 

Since Charlie is looking for death on his own, it really gave him a good opportunity to humiliate him! 

Therefore, Gerald nodded almost without hesitation, and shouted: “Everyone is a testimony! I and 

Charlie will compete for the fastest car. If I lose, I put this firecracker in the car and lighted it. !” 

After speaking, he said: “If anyone repents and shame, the whole family will die!” 

A few male classmates next to him immediately began to make a fuss. The classmates upstairs heard 

that there was such a thing, and they all rushed out. Twenty or thirty people gathered around the door 

waiting for a good show. 

Does everyone think Charlie is a fool, 520 dares to challenge 540? These are all straight roads. Whose 

car drives fast has little to do with technology, and depends entirely on the performance of the car. 

A 520, even if it is driven by Schumacher, it is impossible to exceed the 540! 

It seems that Charlie’s brand new BMW 520 will soon be declared scrapped! 

Claire also kept advising Charlie, saying: “Charlie, don’t be agitated by him, he deliberately do this, don’t 

compete with him.” 

Charlie smiled slightly: “Don’t worry, wife, your husband will never lose.” 

Gerald laughed loudly: “Oh, Charlie, don’t say anything else, I admire your courage! Hahaha, in this case, 

let’s stop talking nonsense and just drive and compare!” 

“Okay.” Charlie nodded and asked him: “How do you compare?” 

Gerald pointed to the intersection at the end of the road and said: “Let’s start at the same time, and see 

who gets to that intersection first and then turns around. Once we go, whoever returns first will win. 

What do you think?” 

Charlie smiled and said, “No problem!” 

“Okay!” Gerald said excitedly: “Everyone is a testimony, we will start the game right away!” 

With that, he got into his BMW 540 and drove onto the road. 

Regardless of Claire’s obstruction, Charlie drove the car to Gerald’s side, the fronts of the two cars 

aligned. 

At this time, a good guy smiled: “I’ll count down to you!” 



“Okay!” Gerald smiled: “Start when you are ready!” 

Charlie nodded and turned on the sports model of his BMW 760. 

The BMW 760 uses a 6.6-liter displacement and 585-horsepower engine. 

The next BMW 540 uses a 3.0-liter displacement and 340-horsepower engine. 

The displacement is twice as small as the 760, and the power is 245 horsepower. It can be said to be a 

world of difference! 

However, how did Gerald know that Charlie’s 520 is actually a top 760? He thought he had a chance to 

win. 

The student in charge of the countdown shouted excitedly: “Prepare! 3, 2, 1!” 

As soon as the voice fell, Gerald immediately stepped on the accelerator pedal! 

He knew that Charlie was determined to lose, but he wanted to make Charlie’s loss even more ugly! 

So, try to run faster! 

However, what he didn’t expect was that on his right hand, a black shadow quickly rushed out, and 

instantly left him behind and far away! 

It’s Charlie’s BMW 520! 

Gerald could hardly believe his eyes! 

Oh sh!t! 

how can that be! 

This is never possible! 
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His BMW 520 has only 184 horsepower, while his own car has 340 horsepower, which is near twice as 

high! How can he overtake him so easily? !? 

The classmates watching the excitement are also dumbfounded! 

No one thought that Charlie, who everyone thought was bound to lose, turned out to be like an arrow 

from the string, instantly surpassing Gerald, and suddenly leaving him far behind! 

Before Gerald ran halfway, Charlie had already turned around at the end of the road! 

When Gerald was about to turn around, Charlie had already driven the car back to the starting point! 

Charlie won! 

And won with a crushing advantage! 

Gerald just turned around and came back, and saw that Charlie had reached the end, his whole body 

almost collapsed! 



what happened! 

What the h*ll is going on! 

When did the BMW 520 become double the BMW 540? 

wrong! This b@stard must have modified his car! 

Oh sh!t! Take a modified car to pit me? d*mn it! 

He gritted his teeth and drove the car back in front of everyone, Charlie was already clapping with Claire 

to celebrate the victory. 

The surrounding students were all dumbfounded, and until now they couldn’t figure out why Charlie’s 

520 was so fast! 

Gerald stopped the car and walked out angrily and roared: “d*mn, Charlie! You drove a modified car, 

right? This is not around! The modified car has so much power than mine, how can it be compared?” 

Charlie sneered and said, “Hey, Gerald, just now you said that motivation is more important, technology 

and courage are not. Now if you lose, you will be shameful?” 

“I didn’t!” Gerald’s expression flashed a little panic, and he said arrogantly: “You cheated me!” 

Elsa said contemptuously: “Gerald, you are nothing but words, it is really disgusting! Don’t forget the 

poisonous oath you just made, if anyone does not want to bet and lose, the whole family will die!” 

“Yes!” Many of the classmates who were waiting to see Charlie’s jokes are now dissatisfied with Gerald. 

They can see that this person really can’t afford to lose, such a big person, he is not the one who picked 

up things by himself. Dare to cash out. 

So someone opened his mouth and said: “Gerald, you are boring. Everyone has witnessed it. You have to 

compare yourself with Charlie. You also said that your motivation matters. If you lose, your whole family 

is dead. Now you have to cheat yourself. Is it obvious that the whole family would die and you will not 

honor the gambling contract?” 

“Yeah!” A girl said: “Gerald, everyone used to think you are particularly masculine, and you say one 

thing, but we didn’t expect you to be such a backlash!” 

Others said: “I can see what Gerald is like! He is a double-standard dog! If Charlie had lost, he will 

definitely not let Charlie go easily! Now that he loses, he starts to play rascals. It’s rubbish!” 

Gerald’s face was blue and white. 

To be honest, he had just bought this car for less than a month and spent more than 700,000 before and 

after. 

If you really throw 30,000-ring firecrackers and light them, then this car will be terrible! 

This is his own car! He usually doesn’t allow any small scratches or dust to appear, so why would he be 

willing to throw firecrackers into it? 



However, with so many classmates looking at him, now that he has obviously lost the popular support, if 

he continues to persevere in shamelessness, then the classmates will definitely not get along with him in 

the future. 

They even will say everywhere that he had lost the gambling, and would rather carry the gambling curse 

that the whole family died, and would never honor the bet. 

Thinking of this, his heart was shaken. 

If you don’t lite the firecrackers, you will ruin your fame! 

At this moment, Charlie suddenly said, “Gerald, everyone is a classmate. You can’t be joking. Your car is 

quite expensive. If you don’t want to, shouldn’t have a bet.” 

Gerald breathed a sigh of relief instantly. 

However, the surrounding students immediately discussed: “Oh! Charlie is still big-bodied. It’s really 

shameful to see Gerald!” 

“Yeah! Charlie realized that he couldn’t afford to lose, so he gave him a step-down!” 

Gerald’s self-esteem suddenly burst, and he yelled: “Who the h*ll said I can’t afford to lose? What about 

firecrackers, give them to me! Since I can afford to gamble, naturally I can afford to lose!” 

At this moment, Charlie wiped a smile on the corner of his mouth. 

 


